
Computer case Darkflash DK352 Mesh (white) Ref: 4710343794127
Computer case Darkflash DK352 Mesh (white)

Darkflash DK352 Mesh Computer Case (white).
Create  your  dream  computer  that  not  only  surprises  you  with  performance,  but  also  looks  great.  The  Darkflash  DK352  Mesh  case  is
compatible with a wide range of components, so it offers plenty of expansion options. It allows you to prepare an optimal cooling system
and  is  distinguished  by  a  transparent  side  panel,  which,  for  example,  allows  you  to  expose  RGB  backlit  components  and  achieve
interesting visual effects. You also have several useful ports at your disposal, including USB 3.0, and the kit also includes 4 aRGB fans.
 
Many expansion possibilities
The DK352 Mesh case is  distinguished by  its  spacious  interior,  which  allows you to  install  a  wide variety  of  components,  while  at  the
same time enabling you to perfectly organize your space and make it easy to stay organized. For example, you can easily install 2 SSDs
and 2 HDDs, a graphics card up to 340 mm in length, a CPU cooler up to 160 mm in height and a 175 mm power supply.
 
Carefully thought-out design
Give  your  computer  a  stylish,  modern  touch.  The  DK352  Mesh  case  features  a  specially  designed  front  panel  with  a  mesh  structure,
which stands out with its original industrial design. Its additional asset is a transparent side panel, thanks to which it is possible to display
selected components in an interesting way, such as the included aRGB fans. In addition, wing screws make its disassembly take only a
moment, which allows you to replace parts or clean the interior without any problems. There is also a special dust filter at the top of the
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case - you can easily replace or clean it.
 
Useful buttons and ports
Build yourself a computer that you will be comfortable using. The DK352 Mesh chassis is equipped with several useful ports, including an
audio port and 2 USB 3.0 ports for fast charging and instant file transfers. So you can significantly improve your work and save time!
 
Optimal cooling system
With Darkflash, you don't have to worry about your PC getting excessively hot - even during extremely dynamic games. The DK352 Mesh
case allows you to install up to 6 120 mm fans or 4 140 mm fans. You will also find space for water cooling up to 360 mm. Thus, you will
easily take care of optimal working conditions for your hardware configuration!
 
 
ManufacturerDarkflashModelDK352  MeshHousing  typeMiddle  TowerSide  panelTempered  glass  4  mmFront  panelMesh
structureBacklightingNoMotherboard  standardATX /  M-ATX /  E-ATXPSU standard175 mm,  bottom-mounted in  the  caseSlots  for  internal
drives/drivesHDD: 2 3.5"; SSD: 2 or 3 2.5"Expansion card slots7Maximum graphics card length340 mmMaximum CPU cooling height160
mmMaximum number of  fans6Fan installation optionsFront:  3x 120 mm fan /  2x 140 mm fan;  Top:  2x 120 mm fan /  2x 140 mm fan;
Rear:  1x  120  mm fan;Water  cooling  mounting  optionsFront:  120  /  240  /  280  /  360  mm;  Top:  120  /  240  mm;  (Max.  RAM height:  33.5
mm)Number  of  installed  fans4Fan  modelC6Buttons  and  controlsPower,  ResetConnectorsUSB3.0  x  2,  HD  AudioMaterialSPCC  0.5
mmColorWhiteHeight450 mmWidth200 mmDepth390 mm

Preço:

Antes: € 66.5061

Agora: € 47.50

Jogos, PC Cases
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